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Chairman Harrington called this Human Services Committee Meeting to order at 9:30 
a.m. with the following Supervisors in attendance: Charles Harrington, Gerald Morrow, William 
Ferebee, Joseph Giordano, James Monty, Michael Tyler, Noel Merrihew, Randy Preston, 
Michael Marnell, Stephen McNally and Ron Moore.  Archie Depo, Edward Gardner, Shaun 
Gillilland, Wester Miga and Roby Politi had been previously excused.  Thomas Scozzafava and 
Charles Whitson, Jr. were absent. 

 
Department Heads present were: Krissy Leerkes, John O’Neill, Linda Beers, Judy 

Garrison and Daniel Palmer.  Nancy Dougal and Steve Valley had been previously excused. 
 
Also present: Sean Ganter, Sue Johnson and Child Protective Services’ employees. 
 
News Media:  Lohr McKinstry - Press Republican and Pete DeMola - Sun News. 

 
 
HARRINGTON: I will call the Human Services together we will begin with a salute to the flag.  
The first item on our agenda is the Department of Social Services John O’Neill. 
 
O’NEILL:  Good morning.  I want to just take a couple of moments to discuss National Child 
Abuse Prevention Month and to send some accolades I’d like you to understand a little bit what 
our folks actually go through in their efforts to prevent child abuse from reoccurring. 
The most important thing again is that there is a child abuse hotline and if you ever suspect a 
child is abused or neglect or maltreated please do call that number and the SCR the State 
Central Registry staff in Albany will determine if you have sufficient information for them to take 
the call so that’s the first training process as that little box on the right shows it is a very low 
level of evidence, they don’t need much you have to have a reasonable concern and they will 
usually take the call and it can be anonymous so there’s no reason not to call the hotline if there 
is any suspicion or if you have any of your constituents that have suspicions I encourage them 
to call that number. 
The next few bullets are basically just the time frames that are staff, our caseworkers and 
supervisors have to comply every call that comes in has to be dealt within these time frames, 
they have to do a safety assessment and begin the investigation within 24 hours and if there is 
an imminent concern for safety the child will be removed however, any time there’s removal the 
court has to back it up with their approval so it is not just a decision of the caseworker but they 
are charged with if they are concerned about the child’s safety they can initiate removal if the 
court is closed.  If the court is open then we need to get permission beforehand. 
 
PALMER:  One of the things that I don’t think most people realize is that town Justices on the 
weekends can act as family court Judges so if you had a removal and you had to have an order 
you could get it done on a weekend. 
 
O’NEILL:  I’m not sure that the CPS unit necessarily agrees with that. 
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PALMER:  Believe me I’ve been through enough training to know that’s the case. 
 
O’NEILL:  You have?  Well in any event the message is do not hesitate in calling and we are 
charged with having to take certain actions to protect that child and again when it does come to 
the court to approve a removal either beforehand or after hand that requires a very high level of 
evidence so again, the message is because there are a lot of perceptions out there that 
probably one of the most prevalent that I heard over the years is either CPS doesn’t protect the 
kid, doesn’t do enough or gee, CPS yanks kids out of their homes so a lot of misperceptions out 
there my point here is they don’t do anything without being able to prove they have to meet legal 
levels of evidence for everything.  Within seven days they must enter a safety assessment and 
by the way you can imagine its Government there’s mega documentation everything has to be 
documented and entered into the computer system. By day 45 they have to have done a 
comprehensive risk assessment which assesses the likelihood of future harm, by day 53 a 
second safety assessment and then finally a determination has to be made by day 60.  If it’s 
indicated the parent receives other social services voluntarily or by court order and Federal 
funding is dependent on the court verifying that we have provided exhausted reasonable efforts.  
There are fairly strict definitions of what kind of things that we have to do to keep that family 
together and the court has to approve those so again there’s a lot of folks watching what we do.  
It is a very controlled environment and depends highly on the individual judgment of these folks 
out there, it’s a big responsibility and again child safety and family integrity is the ultimate goal, 
you can’t always reach it but that’s what we are charged with in trying to keep the family 
together and the other items that as you know any time anybody has talked to me confidentiality 
is sacred nobody gets to know anything which can sometimes be frustrating if someone calls 
with an allegation they don’t necessarily know what the follow up is but most people understand 
that they aren’t going to know.   
I do want to mention briefly about a perception vs. the levels of evidence.   Default is that 
government has no right to interfere with families and that’s the kind of country we live in but 
when it does interfere is when we have to knock on somebody’s door, the onus is on us to prove 
every step of the way that that interfere is warranted so again it’s hyper accountable system.  If 
danger cannot be proven parents must only meet minimal degree of care standard and the 
reason I bring that up is because at often times people have said  – and that house is filthy why 
don’t you go in and take care of that either fix the house, fix the family or remove the kids. I’m 
hoping you get an inkling that we just can’t do that and I will use the example of a filthy floor as 
an example of how judgment and documentation is paramount.  A filthy floor could be a true 
danger to a toddler if there is a toddler in the house and therefore ultimately that allegation could 
be indicated which would then create services to the family.  That same filthy floor, there is no 
toddler and there is a teenager is likely to not be indicated so understand whatever the 
allegation is whatever we think is going on with the family it’s relative to the child and many 
other factors so again, things are not always they seem from the outside.   
Just briefly on stats we get about 650 per year, they are increasing in severity and the number 
of court petitions we have to go through which is very time consuming. We’ve got about 25% 
increase in drug related allegations and we see 80% of these cases despite all of that stuff on 
the top I mentioned that has to be done 80% of the calls are usually unfounded which is good 
but it is an awful lot of work to find that out and unfortunately about a quarter of the calls we get 
are known to be purely custody disputes.  One parent is ticked off at another so they call the 
hotline our folks still have to jump through all those hoops even though they know, probably 
know the family they know that that child is not in danger we still have to do all of that stuff by 
those timeframes.  And then 10% of the reports are actually custody investigations ordered by 
the court requiring all that documentation but done within 3 days so all of that is to say our folks 
are – you’ve got quite a crew working for you and I hope that you take time to give them some 
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credit.   
There’s a tremendous amount of work usually when we’re staffed up we have case workers for 
the longest time due to health reasons and actually death and training reasons there’s a 
tremendous amount of training between when we hire somebody and they can actually go out 
on the road and investigate weeks of training before they can do that and they often spread out 
for months because the State only offers the training at certain times so right now we are 
operating with six people on the road doing the work of nine people in this large county so I 
guess I would just like to have you CPS folks, the CPS unit stand up and Supervisors stand up 
and just take – so you can recognize there’s real human beings doing this stuff.  Okay so that’s 
part of the posse couple supervisors, couple clerical staff big responsibility I wanted you to see 
the basis that go with this responsibility and finally we have some very important partnerships 
that we’re very proud of and there’s a very active it has been for many years partnership with 
local law enforcement, District Attorney, Mental Health and other partners called a multi-
disciplinary team that meets every month to discuss difficult cases so again we’re not working in 
a vacuum.  And of course the Child Advocacy Center that opened up recently in Clinton County 
is there to minimize trauma to kids who are in sex abuse cases so that’s a terrific partnership 
which I witnessed myself where they are very careful the law enforcement and CPS interviews 
the kids, very carefully and respectfully and in confidence and again to try to minimize the 
trauma to them.  So that’s pretty much all I wanted to say about child abuse prevention month 
and the folks, your folks, our folks that are out there trying to do that. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Any questions for John? 
 
MONTY:  Actually I applaud you for the Child Abuse Prevention Month John.  I do have a few 
questions to you pertaining to your department is this an appropriate time? 
 
HARRINGTON:  Go ahead. 
 
MONTY: Okay.  I understand in your department you created a new position, Director of 
Administrative Services at a substantial raise for that individual?  Is that correct? 
 
O’NEILL:  That’s correct but honestly if this has nothing to do with CPS I know our folks want to 
get back to work so folks you’re welcome to stay and enjoy or you can go back to work if you 
want to.  Thank you.  It’s up to you. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Before you leave I’ve had numerous experiences with child abuse having been 
a teacher and I realize all of the concerns and the pressures that you people go through and I 
also have to state that it takes a special person to be able to stay in that situation so your 
actions are totally appreciated. 
 
O’NEILL:  Boy, leave on that note.  It doesn’t get better than that.  Thank you so much. 
So back to the question at hand. 
 
MONTY:  Yes and I understand that position was put in the budget last year if I am correct? 
 
O’NEILL:  Correct. 
 
MONTY:  I guess one question why did we wait this long to do the job and in the same token I 
think you mentioned at the last meeting or recently that you were anticipating approximately 
$1.6 million dollar fund balance at the end of the year?  You did say that? 
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O’NEILL:  I don’t know if I was that literal about it but I think the examples that I showed, 
showed that there is a trend that I expect usually I do expect a fund balance usually from our 
budgets. 
 
MONTY: My question in that regard is that seems like quite a large fund balance to roll over and 
I understand with mandates and everything but I am also familiar with a lot of the programming 
and what you do there I would just think as a county we would hope that you were managing it a 
little more closer than a $1.6 million dollar roll over which gets me back to the point of you know, 
it seems like this position being created we could have gotten sooner maybe, maybe not.  I don’t 
know?  Being new, I’m just trying to understand these things and the qualifications I guess in 
your email you mention the fact that you compared the individual to two other individuals doing 
similar work but were the qualifications equal?  Were they apples to apples?  Did all three 
people have degrees in accounting?  Obviously as a Supervisor we are only as good as the 
people underneath us and I’m quite sure she’s got several people underneath her doing the 
work to help her meet that mark as well.  It just the way it came about it bothers me.  It doesn’t 
seem to be a lot of transparency with it and I’m hoping that that is not the case. 
 
O’NEILL: Well I’m not sure all of this is the appropriate forum to discuss this but I can assure 
you that I don’t do anything without being transparent to the board and to the county manager.  
Everything is done up front and explained ahead of time and the reason I will tell you this, the 
reason I justified why I wanted that and yes, for me and I will say it loud and clear it is equal pay 
for equal work.  I had a woman there managing a budget three times larger of the any two 
regardless of their educational standards, regardless.  She’s responsible for maximizing 
revenues and making sure that in fact this $18 million dollar budget does get balanced every 
year so that’s a huge responsibility that I think it is equal pay for equal work issue that’s what I 
presented up front it was supported and I was actually hoping the intention was that that would 
be put into place at the first of the year when the budget was passed but we ran into some 
unexpected civil service issues and that is the only reason that it got delayed as long as four 
months. So that’s what I can say about that.  There’s no hiding anything here oh, and you did 
mention something about one person you know, having a unit that’s a given.  I’m a department 
head with 90 people under me I depend on those people being experts.  She depends on her 
accounting unit doing things as she tells them in the right order, in the right way so that she can 
give me what I need to give you which you need.  She meets that responsibility with accolades 
as far as I’m concerned and always has for many years. 
 
PALMER:  Okay let me just – and this is always an issue whenever we have these discussions 
at the board level for the record when you’re talking about an individual’s performance or how 
that individual does their job or doesn’t do their job that’s really an issue or a discussion that 
should be held in executive session.  Now if you’re talking about the creation of a position and 
how that got put into place or the process at which that position was arrived that then that’s 
clearly an issue that should be discussed at open session there’s certainly nothing wrong with 
that so sometimes we trail over when we start talking about these positions we start talking 
about whether the individual is deserving or not frankly that should not be really discussed in an 
open session and I’m not saying that you know you can’t ask those kinds of questions I’m just 
saying that you have to be careful because every individual is entitled to have their evaluation 
done in a private setting with respect to their superior or the board itself in terms of that. 
In terms of this position we did have this discussion at the Public hearing at the budget. I know 
Jim you weren’t here because it was last year’s budget.  It was an item that we talked about.  It 
went to the salary subcommittee it was discussed there.  John presented there and said that he 
felt that this individual should be, this position should be upgraded to be more accurately 
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reflective of what she’s doing or what the position is doing in terms of some of the other 
positions within the county that handles similar duties and responsibilities.  So that was clearly 
discussed.  I did present that as an item for the public discussion.  It occurred and was 
documented within public documents that were submitted to everyone.  The board did in fact 
approve that upgrade.  It did not occur in January although we had talked about it occurring in 
January and I talked to you specifically why that was the reason or why the reason for that did 
occur but ultimately the position that is arrived at and the qualifications as it relates to the 
individual filling that is determined by the Personnel Officer. Monica had some questions about 
it.  She went to the state, she got some answers from State Civil Service that took a little bit of 
time and so I think that somewhere within in that is the where the time frame may have 
evaporated to some extent but typically in these situations I’m not overly concerned about when 
it occurs as long as we have enough budget money to do it and if it occurs a little later what that 
means is that we have some extra budget money. 
 
MONTY:  Just to go on record I wasn’t talking about the individual themselves I just asked on 
the position. 
 
PALMER: No, I understand. 
 
MONTY:  I do understand confidentiality and I do understand the fact that anytime you talk 
about an individual personnel it is in executive session – 
 
PALMER: I’m not saying you were Jim what I’m saying is that it started to trail into that. 
 
MONTY:  I just had some questions and I still do and I’d like to set up an appointment to see Mr. 
O’Neill.  I stopped by a couple of times and he hadn’t been in the office so maybe shoot me an 
email when you can meet?  I’m just up the road.  I would be glad to come in. 
 
O’NEILL:  Thank you I do appreciate that.  I appreciate anybody who would contact me directly 
if they received any anonymous allegations because otherwise it can be a pretty dangerous 
message to send you don’t want to encourage employees who have axes to grind or have petty 
jealousies to be able to accuse department heads of things anonymously and have that honored 
in a public forum.  I don’t think is my two cents on that. 
 
TYLER:  How much in the last four years has this board raised taxes? 
 
PALMER:  Well yeah, it’s been a pretty significant amount. 
 
TYLER: What’s the percentage on that? 
 
PALMER:  Well again, here’s what the county has done in the last four years of the five year 
plan we have recovered from a $7 million dollar deficit and you had to make that up on the levy.  
We were raising $13 million on the levy and we were using $7 million out of fund balance to 
make up the difference between what was the net budget and what was raised on the levy.  The 
fund balance is gone or to the extent you can use it at $7 million dollars so that’s when I was 
directed by this board to develop a five year plan and that got us back to a balanced budget 
without the use of fund balance and that’s what I’ve been working on since that period but yes, 
the tax levy went up. I don’t know the exact percentage but the tax levy went up from $13 million 
to $20 million over that four year period so far. 
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TYLER:  I understand all that that you just explained to me but where I sit I’m looking at a 
department of excess, and here we have windfall in April of $1.6 million dollars and we’re asking 
our taxpayers to raise what was it this year 10%? 
 
PALMER:  It was less than that but yes. 
 
TYLER:  Right around there so that’s my concern and I’ve gotten phone calls on that also so I 
just wanted to bring that point up. 
 
PALMER:  No, I don’t – look again this is not an easy department.  We are talking about an $18 
million dollar budget.  One of those particular issues that we talked about is child protective 
services.  You can have a child who is ordered to be placed outside of the home into a 
protective home and that could cost $300,000 a year so you have to somewhat plan within that 
budget how you’re going to handle those things if they do occur.  Now if they don’t occur you’re 
going to have money left over in your budget that you didn’t spend but if and fact it does occur 
and it occurs more than once or twice or three times then John’s going to be back here asking 
you for more money because there is not going to be enough money there to cover those costs. 
What happens to that million dollars? I will tell you exactly what happens to that million or so I 
don’t know if it was $1.6 or $1.2 I would have to ask Linda specifically but that money falls back 
to the general fund balance if and fact it does not get spent out of his department it’s not a fund 
balance for his department to use every year anybody’s money that is left over automatically 
falls back to general fund balance.  That’s the money that we use to then determine how much 
we are going to raise the levy or how much we’re going to use within the plan so to speak and 
what we’re actually going to spend out of the fund balance to do that.  If I don’t have the million 
dollars then that means I’ve got to raise it somewhere it’s probably going back on the levy if it 
was left over in DSS and I have some extra that’s when Linda and I make the recommendation 
to this board okay, we can use more fund balance because we didn’t spend as much last year 
again, it’s a moving target within this DSS budget. 
 
TYLER: Thank you for the explanation on that.  I’m reiterating a concern. 
 
PALMER: No, I understand. 
 
HARRINGTON: Any other questions? 
 
MERRIHEW:  Thank you very much Mr. Chairman.  Just an observation I believe the subject 
that Mr. Monty suppressed as was pointed out equal pay for equal responsibilities and things 
like that on the budget last year we did commit to I won’t call it an experiment but an option for 
one of those positions that could be comparable and we determined to utilized the contractual 
aids a CPA clerk and replacing the individual that individual at an appreciable savings to the tax 
payers so I guess my question would be depending on how that works out and how we gage 
that couldn’t there be more consideration of a similar comparison to the possible savings that 
we have experienced in Public Health could that be an option or we would at least look into the 
possibilities of being able to farm that out for those types of savings? 
 
PALMER:  I would have to look Noel. I honestly haven’t looked at the duties close enough to 
determine that’s possible.  I know I did with the Public Health position but I have not with the 
DSS. 
 
MERRIHEW:  Okay. 
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MOORE:  I’m not a member of the committee but just a thought on the budget process two 
things really on a $18 million dollar budget if you can come within 10% I think you’re doing okay.  
Now $1.6 million sounds like a lot of money and it is but he’s got a large budget and as I said I 
don’t think if you’re within 10% of that budget and certainly you want to be on the balance side 
rather than coming back to the board asking for money so I guess that’s my thoughts on the 
budget. 
 
MARNELL:  I think John made it very clearly last month with the scale and I’m totally satisfied 
with it and I think everyone does a great job and just putting the word out whenever I get a letter 
and it’s not signed it goes into the trash.  If someone is going to spend all that time writing a 
letter and not putting their name on it it’s just as good as putting it on ice cubes as far as I’m 
concerned. 
 
O’NEILL:  Thank you and if I could just take a chance and add that in terms of the whole budget 
you know you had that discussion what looks from the outside like a huge fund balance each 
year and again this year, each year at budget time and just last month I think I explained how 
that happens.  When you look at the full budget and you say, well gee it’s a million dollars over 
why don’t you just cut a million dollars or five hundred thousand out?  You can’t do that. The 
board can do that unilaterally but the department head does not recommend doing that because 
I don’t take the whole budget I have to take the pieces the most expensive pieces and as I show 
in demonstrations each year I try to estimate what we are going to need in this very expensive 
item like foster care.  I base that on what happened last year and the year before and I take a 
guess and sometimes I am wrong, sometimes I underestimate it and something happens that 
we didn’t expect like foster care is going way up now that jumps that way up and the only way I 
can make that difference up is hoping that something else is underspent in some other category 
that we know.  So again I try to explain that I do parse it out and explain how it is I come up with 
a budget and in total it looks on paper that there is going to be extra but I explain how we get 
there and as inside personnel is the programs that are unpredictable.  It’s the social need out 
there that’s unpredictable.  Administrative costs are fairly steady and fairly predictable. 
 
HARRINGTON: Mr. O’Neill we know that your budget is a best guess scenario. We also know 
that we don’t know what’s around the corner.  We know that your budget is exasperated by the 
magnification of drugs and alcohol which are starting to have a lot of concern for this county and 
it is directly related to your office and your personnel so that’s my thoughts on that. 
In regards to your fund balance we never know what’s around the corner and we also know that 
the budget is your best guess now you’ve been around the loop here numerous years can you 
remember years when you have been close to arrears with your budget? 
 
O’NEILL:  Only in looking back I’m surprised we came in a given year otherwise I don’t know.  I 
hope I never have to come back and ask for money and I never have in 24 years but I don’t 
know. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Thank you John and thank you for the discussion that we’ve had this morning. 

 
************************ 

 
 The next item on the agenda was the Mental Health Department with Sean Ganter 
reporting as follows: 
 
GANTER: As you can see I’m not Steve Valley.  I’m Sean Ganter the Deputy Director of 
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Administrative Services. We are requesting some resolutions.  A resolution authorizing a budget 
amendment request to increase 2016 revenue to account #4162071, in the amount of $975.00; 
and to increase 2016 appropriations to account group 43204, account #5451, Training, in the 
amount of $975.00, to reflect a DSRIP Training Grant to prepare one of our clinicians to become 
a Certified Tobacco Treatment Specialist. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A BUDGET AMENDMENT IN THE MENTAL HEALTH 
DEPARTMENT INCREASING REVENUES AND APPROPRIATIONS IN THE AMOUNT OF 
$975.00, FOR A DSRIP TRAINING GRANT. 
Moved by Mr. Merrihew, seconded by Mr. Giordano. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Any further discussions or questions in regards to this?  All those in favor 
signify by saying aye, opposed – carried.  Your next resolution. 
 
GANTER:  Authorizing a Budget Amendment Request to increase 2016 revenue to account 
#43490091, St Aid for St. Joseph’s Rehab, in the amount of $110,840.00; and to increase 2016 
appropriations to account group 42504, account #5440, St Joseph’s Rehab in the amount of 
$110,840.00, to reflect an increase in State Aid for the year 2014. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A BUDGET AMENDMENT IN THE MENTAL HEALTH 
DEPARTMENT INCREASING REVENUES AND APPROPRIATIONS IN THE AMOUNT OF 
$110,840.00, TO REFLECT AN INCREASE IN STATE AID FOR THE YEAR 2014. 
Moved by Mr. Monty, seconded by Mr. Preston. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Any further discussion or questions in regards to this?  All those in favor signify 
by saying aye, opposed – carried.   
 
GANTER:  Okay and a contract amendment to go alone with that St. Joseph’s budget 
amendment.  It’s contract number MH-14-0006, St Joseph’s Rehab, to increase the amount 
from $260,130 to $370,970, to reflect an increase in State Aid. 

 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A CONTRACT AMENDMENT WITH ST. JOSEPH’S 
REHABILABTION INCREASING THE CONTRACT IN THE AMOUNT OF $110,840.00, TO 
REFLECT AN INCREASE IN STATE AID. 
Moved by Mr. Merrihew, seconded by Mr. Preston. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Any further discussion or questions in regards to this?  All those in favor signify 
by saying aye, opposed – carries.   Anything else today? 
 
GANTER:  That was it thank you. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Thank you very much. 
 
FEREBEE:  Although Steve isn’t here today I will get with him later.  I just want to bring it up for 
the minutes that Steve is recently recognized by the North Country Health Heart Network as a 
Health Systems Change Community Champion for his efforts to ensure that all tobacco using 
clients receiving services at Essex County Mental Health Services are offered the counseling 
and medication they need to successfully quit tobacco.  So it is a great achievement for Steve 
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and I’ll make sure to let Steve know as well. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Thank you. 
 
GANTER:  Thank you. 
 

*********************** 
 
  The next item on the agenda was the Public Health Department with Linda Beers 
reporting as follows: 
 
BEERS:  Good morning.  I do have a resolution.  I’m sorry you do not have it on your desks but 
I’m happy to read it to you.  I’m kind of on a time frame for what it is it’s to purchase a pharmacy 
grade refrigerator to replace a seven year old pharmacy refrigerator for vaccines and we also 
want to upgrade and change our freezer to replace our stand alone household freezer for 
vaccine storage.  The new refrigerator costs the bid we have is $6,273.50 and the freezer is 
$4,535.00, shipping is about a $1,000 and the New York State Ebola grant funds covers this 
100% and I have to spend the money by 9/30/16 or lose it.  So we looked at our refrigerator it’s 
been replaced once.  It’s not a commercial grade freezer we use and if anybody remembers last 
year our freezer broke and we in the middle of the night, 2 am. in the morning transported all of 
our vaccines to Etown hospital. It’s called a chain of custody where is loses its temperature and 
we ended up throwing out about half of it because of that.  So there were a bunch of fail safes 
that all went wrong at the end it was a ninety-nine cent battery that was expired that started this 
whole cascading effect anyway we looked at these prices they are not solid.  This is a price we 
got to replace exactly what we have I’m telling you that would be the most expensive.  Linda 
Wolf’s department will go out to bid on these and see if she can get a comparable one for a little 
less but that’s the most it would be so again I’m looking for a total of $11,881.36 to buy a 
commercial grade refrigerator and a commercial grade freezer to hold vaccine and we’re using 
Ebola funds to do that. 
 
HARRINGTON:  A motion to put this on the floor?  Mr. Preston, second by Mr. Giordano.  Any 
questions or concerns? 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE PURCHASING AGENT TO BID AND AWARD THE 
PURCHASE OF A COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATOR AND FREEZER FOR THE PUBLIC 
HEALTH DEPARTMENT, IN AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED $12,000.00, WITH FUNDS TO 
COME FROM A EBOLA GRANT. 
Moved by Mr. Preston, seconded by Mr. Giordano. 
 
HARRINGTON: All those in favor signify by saying aye, opposed – carried. 
 
BEERS: And I’d also like to personally thank all of you who had attended our open house at 
Public Health.  I can’t tell you how excited our staff was.  I think one of my favorite comments 
was we have a staff that’s been there 18 years and she stopped me and she said, Linda I’ve 
never seen this many board members in Public Health before and I said, how many have you 
seen?  And she said at best three at a time so she and my staff was elated that you all came 
and they were really happy to present their programs to you, they were really proud of that and 
thank you for acknowledging them. 
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HARRINGTON:  Thank you. 
 
FEREBEE:  I have a comment as well.  Again, I would like to recognize both Linda and Krissy, 
Office for the Aging, for the great job you did in putting on that presentation.  Your staff was very 
informative, very enthusiastic about what they were telling us about every part of the office they 
were working in. Thank you and we really appreciate what you do, all of you. 
 
BEERS:  Thank you very much.  I will relay that on.   
 
HARRINGTON:  Thanks Linda. 
 

********************* 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the Office for the Aging with Krissy Leerkes reporting 
as follows: 
 
LEERKES:  Good morning.  This morning I have two resolutions.  The first is to authorize the 
appointment of Mr. Harrington, Ann Merkel, Lynn Edmonds and Dawn Stoddard as members of 
the Office for the Aging Advisory Council for the term effective January 1, 2016 through 
December 31, 2018. 
 
HARRINGTON:  A motion to put this on the floor by Mr. Preston, a second please?  Mr. Monty.  
Any discussion or concerns in regards to this? 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE APPOINTMENT OF CHARLES HARRINGTON, ANN 
MERKEL, LYNN EDMONDS AND DAWN STODDARD AS MEMBERS OF THE OFFICE FOR 
THE AGING ADVISORY COUNCIL FOR THE TERM EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 2016 
THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2018. 
Moved by Mr. Preston, seconded by Mr. Monty. 
 
HARRINGTON:  All those in favor signify by saying aye, opposed – carried. 
 
LEERKES: Okay and the next one is recognizing May as Older Americans month. 
 
RESOLUTION RECOGNIZING MAY AS OLDER AMERICANS MONTH. 
Moved by Mr. Harrington, seconded unanimously. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Thanks. 
 
LEERKES: Thank you.  Any other questions or comments? 
 

************************ 
 

 The next item on the agenda was the Transportation Department.  Nancy Dougal was 
previously excused. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Nancy is not here today but maybe you can fill in for Nancy? 
 
PALMER:  Okay so we do have some resolutions that Nancy was requesting.  She is looking for 
a resolution to combine two transportation reserve accounts into one.  The first is named the 
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motor pool reserve #35113 and it has a balance of $13,105.00 and the other is a trolley reserve 
and that number is 35117.  It has a balance of $37,182.24 and renaming the reserve account 
transportation reserve #35117. 
 
HARRINGTON:  A resolution to that effect.  Mr. Merrihew, a second Mr. Giordano. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT TO COMBINE THE 
MOTOR POOL RESERVE ACCOUNT #35113, AND THE TROLLEY RESERVE ACCOUNT 
#35117, INTO ONE TRANSPORTATION RESERVE ACCOUNT #35117. 
Moved by Mr. Merrihew, seconded by Mr. Giordano 
 
HARRINGTON:  Any further discussions or concerns? 
 
MERRIHEW:  I just want to make sure that we have researched that and that’s okay to combine 
especially the trolley reserve with other money? 
 
PALMER:  Yes, essentially what happens here is because it is a county system and any funds 
spent out of this – these reserve funds are really from surplus sale of buses that were no longer 
eligible to be on the road what happens is the New York State Department of Transportation 
has pretty strict rules on the buses that we put on the road.  If they’ve got some rust or if they’ve 
got too many miles they can’t be put on so we sell these buses and then it goes into this reserve 
account. The trolley was being done separately but it doesn’t need to because we buy the 
trolleys for the Village and we buy the buses so what this will do – Linda wants this in one fund 
so that when we do the actual purchase of a new bus we can take the funds directly from there. 
 
MERRIHEW:  Thank you. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Any other concerns?  You have a resolution with a second on the floor, all 
those in favor signify by saying aye, opposed – carried.  Next. 
 
PALMER: A resolution to increase the revenues and appropriations from payments from 
NYSDOH for transportation of Medicaid rides from January 2016 to March 2016 and the amount 
is $22,500 so the revenue account is #5631 4175012 and the appropriation account is the 
#5631 5230 Auto equipment so essentially she brought in some revenues for picking up 
Medicaid transport rides and she’s transferring that money into auto equipment for use to be 
spent on the buses as needed. 
 
HARRINGTON:  A resolution to allow this on the floor, Mr. Preston, second Mr. Merrihew.  
Questions or concerns? 
 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A BUDGET AMENDMENT INCREASING REVENUES AND 
APPROPRIATIONS IN THE TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT IN THE AMOUNT OF 
$22,500.00, FOR AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT. 
Moved by Mr. Preston, seconded by Mr. Merrihew. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Being none, all those in favor signify by saying aye, opposed – carried. 
 
PALMER:  Transportation also has a surplus vehicle that they are looking to dispose of a 
resolution authorizing the disposal of one 2005 Taurus with the revenue from the sale of such 
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vehicle to go into the transportation reserve account. 
  
HARRINGTON:  A motion to allow this from the floor?  By Mr. Preston, second by Mr. Monty.  
Questions or concerns? 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE SURPLUS OF ONE VEHICLE IN THE 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, WITH FUNDS RECEIVED TO GO INTO THE 
TRANSPORTATION RESERVE ACCOUNT. 
Moved by Mr. Preston, seconded by Mr. Monty. 
 
MORROW:  Are you going to put that out to sale or are you just going to give it to Tom? 
 
PALMER:  No we are putting it on the Internet. We sell them through our Internet Auctions.  If 
Tommy wants to bid he can go on and bid. 
 
HARRINGTON: Any other concerns?  All those in favor signify by saying aye, opposed – 
carried. 
 
PALMER:  She’s also looking for a resolution to use $13,000 of the reserve account to purchase 
a passenger car for the transportation department.  Again, this goes back to the Medicaid rides 
and what she’s attempting to do is increase the number of Medicaid rides because at one point 
we were doing more of those then the state developed their own system but then the State went 
back to saying that we could do them so we are attempting to take on more of those rides.  She 
needs an additional $13,000 out of the reserve account to purchase one of the passenger cars 
that she had budgeted for within the 2016 budget. 
 
HARRINGTON:  A resolution to allow this on the floor? Mr. Merrihew, second by Mr. Giordano. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORZING THE TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT TO PURCHASE A 
PASSENGER VEHICLE IN AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED $13,000.00, WITH FUNDS TO 
COME FROM THE TRANSPORTATION RESERVE ACCOUNT. 
Moved by Mr. Merrihew, seconded by Mr. Giordano. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Any questions or concerns in regards to this? 
 
MARNELL:  I’m not on the committee but would they consider purchasing mini vans they would 
be more practical and after they wear out they may be better resale. 
 
PALMER:  Yeah I can check with her before ways and means to find out why it is she is 
specifically looking at cars as opposed to some kind of a minivan or something. 
 
MARNELL: I’m sure it’s close. 
 
PALMER:  Yes.  I will find out from her why. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Any other questions?  All those it favor signify by saying aye, opposed – 
carried. 
 
PALMER:  The last one she’s got down here is a resolution to purchase two new passenger 
cars at a cost of $20,000 or less that includes the one we just talked about just so you 
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understand we’re not, she’s not looking to purchase three at least that’s my understanding.  
She’s looking to purchase two, one of them you are taking $13,000 from the reserve the rest 
you’re getting – she’s saying it would come from the revenue of the group rides itself.  So she’s 
looking for a further resolution to authorize the purchase of two passenger cars but again I 
would check Mike to find out why she is purchasing passenger cars as opposed to vans. 
 
HARRINGTON:  A motion to allow this on the floor? Mr. Giordano, a second Mr. Merrihew.  Any 
questions or concerns in regards to this? 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZNG THE TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT TO PURCHASE A 
TOTAL OF TWO PASSENGER VEHICLES IN AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED $20,000.00 
FOR EACH VEHICLE, WITH FUNDS TO COME FROM THE TRANSPORTATION RESERVE 
ACCOUNT. 
Moved by Mr. Giordano, seconded by Mr. Merrihew. 
 
MERRIHEW: I just want to know on the bottom line it reads, at this time our monthly revenue is 
approximately $7500 and our expenses $3,000, are the expenses that would represent that if 
we had a second car or a third car and we needed an additional employee? 
 
PALMER:  We are not hiring any additional people. 
 
MERRIHEW:  Okay. 
 
PALMER: That’s all I can tell you. 
 
MERRIHEW:  Thank you.  I thought they might need to hear that. 
 
HARRINGTON: Any other questions? All those in favor signify by saying aye, opposed – 
carried.  We are adjourned from Human Services. 
 
PALMER:  Wait a minute I think Bill had something. Oh yes the letter just for your information 
the NYS Department of Health did approve the merging of Aging into our Department of Health.  
So that part of the approval process is done we now have the second step which is the approval 
through New York State Office of the Aging that process is a little more involved there are time 
frames associated with that in terms of public hearings and thirty day notices and those kinds of 
things so I talked to Krissy and Linda Beers this morning we are going to start that process. We 
will notify you.  Essentially I’m going to do a report for the board itself as to what the next steps 
are and where we are now and where we are going to be headed and I will give that to you but 
again, the New York State Department of Health has approved and now we’re looking for 
approval from New York State Office for the Aging. Thank you. 
 
MONTY:  Just one quick question on that Dan I wasn’t here on the board when this process 
started.  I have an opinion on that of whether we do it or not but if it gets approved by the Office 
for the Aging then it’s a done deal? 
 
PALMER:  Yes and again here’s where and Linda and Krissy and I talked about this this 
morning around here nothing happens unless you guys say it’s going to happen so for me as 
the County Manager the first step is always this board.  I’m not going to chase anybody else.  I 
wasn’t going to chase the Department of Health.  I wasn’t going to chase New York State Office 
for the Aging until this board said it was okay to do and this board did authorize that 
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consolidation within the 2016 budget so once that was done the next steps for me is one, get 
New York State Department of Health’s approval and New York State Office for the Aging’s 
approval so if it was going to change it would require a vote of this board to reverse that 
direction. 
 
MONTY:  Thank you.  I just want to go on the record that I’m not for it. 
 
PALMER: Okay. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Any other questions or concerns to come before the Human Services 
Committee?  On the second attempt, we are adjourned. 
 
 As there was no further discussion to come before this Human Services Committee it 
was adjourned at 10:20 a.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Judy Garrison, Clerk 
Board of Supervisors 


